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ABSTRACT

The paper presents an overview of a Living PSA concept in the Czech Republic for the
VVER 440/213 NPP Dukovany unit.

The first step of PSA program was a Level 1 basic study for Unit No. 1 which was
completed in 1995. The main objective of the study was to determine the risk level of full
power operation and its contributors as well as to reveal the weak points of the plant. Living
PSA program for a Level 1 study has been afterwards established as a framework for all
activities related to risk assessment and risk based decision-making support in NPP
Dukovany. The basic parts of the project are:

� a management of PSA models and studies to implement design and procedures
modifications or new data inputs from data collection,

� continuous improvement based of new analyses, experiments or more detailed models,
� an extensions of the scope (external events, all plant operating modes, other sources of

radioactive releases).
The Living PSA program in NPP Dukovany provides basis for three kinds of PSA

activities:

� Risk assessment applications
� Risk monitoring
� Risk assessment of operational experience
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1 INTRODUCTION

A Living PSA program for Level 1 Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) study has
been established in the Czech Republic for NPP Dukovany which consists of four VVER
440/213 units. It is used as a framework for all activities related to risk assessment and to
support the risk based decision-making. The paper therefore presents an overview of such
Living PSA concept for NPP Dukovany.

2 BACKGROUND

A Full Power PSA as a first PSA project for NPP Dukovany was completed in 1995 for
unit No. 1 [1]. It covered the internal initiators and internal floods at that time. The main
objectives of the study were:

� to determine the risk level of full power operation,
� to identify the main contributors to the risk,
� to reveal the weak points of the plant,
� to suggest recommendations and measures to enhance plant safety.

Living PSA program for Level 1 PSA has been afterwards established as a framework
for all activities related to risk assessment and risk based decision-making support in NPP
Dukovany. The performed Full Power PSA has been taken as a basis for the program.

3 LIVING PSA CONCEPT

3.1 Objectives

The main goals of the Living PSA project for NPP Dukovany are:

� management of PSA models to implement design modifications and changes of
procedures as well as to update reliability data obtained from continuous data collection,

� extension of the scope (internal fires, external events, all plant operating modes, other
sources of radioactive releases),

� improvement of the study based on new analyses, experiments or more detailed models.

The Living PSA therefore provides basis for three kinds of PSA activities:

1. Risk assessment applications
It is the very basic and continuous PSA task for NPP Dukovany. It covers:

� estimation of risk level based on annual core (fuel) damage frequency,
� determination of dominant risk contributors in terms of MCSs, sequences, systems, basic

events (failures), types of events (human error, CCF), etc.,
� identification of the weak points of the plant,
� recommendations for appropriate measures to decrease risk level or to prevent the possible

increase of risk.
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2. Risk monitoring
The Risk Monitor system is going to be used for:

� assessment of risk level for reduced plant safety system configuration prior entering it,
� supporting tool for operational and maintenance staff to establish effective schedule of

preventive maintenance and testing with aim to maintain and reduce risk,
� real time monitor of risk level for actual plant configuration.

3. Risk assessment of operational experience
The utilization of PSA for systematic risk assessment of operational experience is

planned for the future. There have already been performed some particular analyses of such
kind, but a systematic approach like an ASP (accident sequence precursors) has not been
established yet.

3.2 Main Tasks

Living PSA program for NPP Dukovany consists of three main tasks:

1. Risk Management
This is an executive task which provides for continuous identification of dominant risk

contributors and proposals of measures (design modifications, changes of procedures or
operational policy) to enhance plant safety. The important part of the task is related to long or
short term decision making which covers the following activities:

� definition of safety improvement priorities,
� risk-based comparison of alternative measures,
� assessment of modification being finally implemented,
� risk-based assessment of Technical Specification (TS) acceptability,
� modification of TS, both Allowable Outage Time (AOT) and Surveillance Test Intervals

(STIs),
� planning of maintenance strategy.

2. Data collection and information exchange
This is a data support task which provides for a formal system for PSA input

information collection and processing. It has been established to manage the update of PSA
models and documentation more effectively and systematically and to assure that all necessary
“living“ input information for relevant maintenance and management subtasks are stored and
transferred to the whole PSA team.

Some tools have been developed to perform data support task effectively, such us:

� database of unresolved issues or suggested model improvements,
� database of all changes in plant procedures.
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3. Management and improvement of PSA models
This is It is so called a maintenance task. PSA models and documentation are updated

according to task schedule to create an appropriate and up-to-date base for all PSA
applications used in NPP Dukovany. These activities covers mainly:

� implementation of design modifications and procedure changes,
� reliability data update based on continuous plant data collection,
� PSA model improvement based on results of new or more detailed analyses and

experiments,
� PSA scope extension to all plant operating modes (low power and shutdown), other

sources of radioactive releases than the core (fuel in spent fuel storage pool, radwaste
processing facilities) and all contributors to the risk (fires, heavy load drops, external
events, etc.),

� PSA level extension (interface between PSA Level 1 a 2).
Specific QA guidelines [2] have been also developed to assure consistency of all current

activities and to establish a control system for information transfer necessary for PSA models
management and improvement.

4 STATUS OF LIVING PSA FOR NPP DUKOVANY

4.1 Current Status

The current Living PSA model for full power operation covers all internal initiators as
well as fires & floods. It takes into an account all plant modifications and changes finished up
to the middle of year 2000, including implementation of new symptom-based Emergency
Operating Procedures (EOPs) and replacement of Emergency Feedwater (EFW) piping.

Low power and shutdown risk assessment (LPS PSA) has been finished in 1999 and
reflects the plant design of that time. It includes internal initiators, fires & floods as well as
risk from spent fuel storage pool and heavy load drops. Screening analyses of fuel transport
and radwaste processing facilities have also been performed. In addition to core (fuel)
damage, boiling in open reactor and spent fuel pool has been also evaluated as an undesired
state.

The Risk Monitor application is under development at this time. After a trial installation
of a system in NPP Dukovany during 1995-1997 [3] a commercial software is being
implemented now. The full power PSA model for unit No. 1 is applied. The extensions to all
plant operation modes and to whole twin unit is planned in the future.

Optimization of STIs for safety systems and risk-based evaluation of AOTs given by
Technical Specifications have been performed recently and are under review at this time [4],
[5] There have been determined AOTs which give acceptable increase of risk level according
to several commonly used criteria. Such AOTs have been compared with current AOTs and
those, which do not satisfy the proposed criterion, are subject of reestimation in the plant.

4.2 Planned activities

Several projects are started at that time, under preparation or planned to be performed in
the near future. They include:
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� implementation of recent plant modifications including new symptom based EOPs into
LPS PSA,

� utilization of advanced HRA and dependency analysis (incorporation of α factor for CCF),
� integration of models for Full-Power PSA & LPS PSA,
� implementation of risk monitor for all plant operational modes,
� update of level 2 PSA and extension to all plant operational modes

5 RESULTS AND INSIGHTS FROM PSA STUDIES

A systematic step by step safety improvement carried out in NPP Dukovany helps to
achieve a comparable risk level of VVER unit with “western“ design [6], [7], [8], [9] and
[10]. During past four years many plant modifications based on or supported by PSA results
were implemented to improve safety of NPP Dukovany units. The change of annual core
damage frequency (CDF) in past four years for full power operation of NPP Dukovany 1st
unit is shown in Table 1 and Figure 1.

Table 1: The change of risk level for full power operation of NPP Dukovany

Year 1997 1998 1999 2000
CDF [1/y] 1,1 x 10-4 9,9 x 10-5 5,7 x 10-5 1,8 x 10-5

Figure 1: The change of risk level for full power operation of NPP Dukovany
Error! Not a valid link.

The modifications with significant influence on risk level during full power operation
are presented in Table 2.

Table 2: Influence of major plant modifications

Implemented Plant Modifications Risk Level Decrease
Reverse automatic switch over for ECCS pumps suction
between confinement sump and Low Pressure ECCS tank

7 %

Qualification of MCP seals (correction of assumption) 11 %
Modification of signal „Main steam collector break“ 7 %
Implementation of new EOPs 43 %
Replacement of Emergency Feedwater system pipelines 68 %

Comment to Table 2:

� Each modification is compared with new risk level.

LPS PSA study results for NPP Dukovany have shown a higher level of unit risk
compared with full power operation. Many recommendations have been proposed to decrease
risk contribution from shutdown operation. In comparison with full power PSA recent plant
modifications like implementation of symptom based EOPs and replacement of EFW piping
have not been considered yet. The following Table 3 shows also the contribution to the annual
CDF (FDF) from low power and shutdown operation modes.
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Table 3: The risk from low power and shutdown operation for NPP Dukovany

Year 1999
CDF 1,1 x 10-4/y
FDF 1,3 x 10-4/y

Boiling 8,3 x 10-5/y

Comments to Table 3:

� CDF - Core damage frequency
� FDF - Fuel damage frequency (includes risk from spent fuel pool)
� Boiling - just operation with open reactor or open spent fuel pool evaluated

6 CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

Probabilistic safety assessment is nowadays a widely used approach in NPP Dukovany
risk management policy. Recommendations and experience obtained from particular
applications show that PSA tools are very effective in producing requested outputs and can
provide support for risk-based decision making.

The improvement process leading to risk level decrease has not been finished yet and it
will continue for several next years. A target value for CDF during full power operation,
which is below 1 x 10-5/unit year, has been considered by plant management as one of the key
measure of plant safety.
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